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i2 Analyst’s Notebook Advanced Analysis &
Importing v9.2x

CODE:

U4AI27G

 LENGTH:

16 Hours (2 days)

 PRICE:

€1,560.00

Description

The  i2 Analyst’s Notebook Advanced Analysis & Importing Course using v9x will provide students with an advanced level of
knowledge to conduct complex analysis and importing using the latest version of Analyst’s Notebook (ANB).
 
Students will use complex data sets to gain an in-depth understanding of how the advanced analytical capabilities of the software
can become a vital tool to support intelligence and investigations.
To support students from all working environments, a range of data sets are used during the course, including people, financial,
communication and crime data.

Objectives

After completing the course students will be able to:

Refresh knowledge of the basic search and analysis functions using the search bar, list items and visual search
Apply complex find path, find linked, find clusters and find connected network searches
Utilise the bar charts and histograms function to interrogate charts and copy results into other applications
Drill down into data using a heat matrix
Sort and select data using selection sets that can be copied into new charts for interrogation
Apply social network analysis to identify the strength of connections within networks
Apply existing conditional formatting specifications to change the format of specific entities or links
Create a new conditional formatting specification to visualise patterns and support research and analysis
Create new import specifications to generate a complex association and temporal charts
Edit existing import specifications to create various chart types
Modify data using column actions
Apply the most suitable analytical chart layout to analyse the data
Apply the publishing functions to include cover sheets, legends and print setup

Audience

The course is aimed at anyone wishing to use the advanced functions of  i2 Analyst’s Notebook and have already completed the
Core Skills course or equivalent.  This can include staff from law enforcement, counter terrorism, financial, insurance, private and
public sectors.

Prerequisites

Students must have a satisfactory knowledge of Microsoft Windows and Office applications and have attended the  i2 Analyst’s
Notebook Core Skills Course or equivalent.

Programme

1.1 - Welcome and Introductions 1.2 - Knowledge check of ANB 2 - Basic Search Options 3 - Advanced Analysis Functions 
4 - Bar Charts, Filters & Heat Matrix 5 - Social Network Analysis 6 - Conditional Formatting 7 - Complex Importing 
8 - Using Layouts to Analyse 9 - Presentation Charts 10 - Dissemination Charts 11 - Final Exercise

Session Dates
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Aikataulutamme kiinnostuksen mukaan. Ota yhteyttä

Additional Information

This training is also available as onsite training. Please contact us to find out more. 

https://edu.arrow.com/fi/ota-yhteytta/?courseCode=U4AI27G&courseName=i2+Analyst%e2%80%99s+Notebook+Advanced+Analysis+%26+Importing+v9.2x+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++



